www.ArxICT.com
Obour City, Cairo, Egypt
+20 2 4478 5288

Arx is a Software Research and Development house with an established history in the
development of mission critical systems. Over the past few years Arx has developed strong
relations with the leader of E-Commerce, CyberSource, spanning 9 years. Though such
relation Arx gained an in depth knowledge of E-Commerce and E-Payment from the inside
out. Arx houses a team of World-class developers producing high quality Software. Arx is a
customer driven establishment and places its Customers in the highest priority over all
aspects. We aim to provide our Customers with the highest satisfaction.

Arx is set to be established as the leading Software research and development house in the
region. We provide Software R&D services with a focus on financial E-commerce, Web
development front/back-end applications. We are currently providing software outsourcing to
a number of US and International companies.

Currently Open Positions
Java Software Engineer
Duties and Responsibilities
Will work along senior developers to construct new modules and extend existing ones.
Assists Systems Programmers with application or technical problems.
Requirements:
* Solid Experience in J2SE (Core Java Language, Threading, IO, Networking)
* Familiarity with J2EE technologies (EJB, JSP, JPA,...).
* SOA concepts and service implementation experience: Web Services, WSDL/SOAP.
* Well versed with the industry open source frameworks (Struts, Hibernate, Spring, Axis).
* Excellent communication in English and inter-personal skills.
Additional Skills (considered a strong plus):
* Full Software Life Cycle experience.
* Experience using IDEs like Eclipse and NetBeans.
* Relational database concepts along with JDBC coding experience.
* B. Sc. in Computer Science or Computer Engineering.
* Sun Developer or Programmer certificate is a plus.

Please send all resumes to

hr@arxict.com
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